
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
MEETING DETAILS:          

Club: Waipa Racing Club Date: Thursday, November 28, 2013 
Weather: Fine becoming showery 
Track: Dead (6) 
Rail: Out 4m 
Stewards: A Coles (Chairman), J Oatham, M Williamson, P Kinsey 
Typist: R Oatham 

 

GENERAL: (All comments pertaining to this meeting – e.g. drivers/riders not attending, delays and all other issues) 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: (All adjourned inquiries and follow up information relating to previous meetings) 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: RUBY LIPS, ALL TORN UP, SCREW LOOSE, I’M ALL YOURS, BRAH SPRING, RICH BILLIE MARSH, OUR 

FOXY LADY, ONE O EIGHT 
Suspensions: Race  6 M McNab BROKASH 

Careless riding 400 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 3 – 11/12, 5 days 
Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race    

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race    

Late Scratching: Race 2 
7 

SIR SUNNY 1.30 pm on vet advice at start 
COPS ‘N’ COYOTE 7.50 am on vet advice 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 COMMERCIAL HOTEL TE AWAMUTU 1400 

SUNBEAM (M Coleman) began awkwardly and then was hampered by RUBY LIPS (R Smyth), which shifted out leaving the 
barrier. 
HEXIE HAO (M Du Plessis) and RED DAKOTA (L Innes) both were a little slow to begin. 
RUBY LIPS raced wide without cover throughout. 
TRAVEL WISE (T Thornton) over raced in the middle stages. 
HEXIE HAO and RED DAKOTA were both held up between the 600 metres and the 300 metres. 
TRAVEL WISE was held up for a distance passing the 400 metres. 
When questioned regarding the performance of BELORUSSIYA, rider A Forbes advised that the mare had never travelled 
comfortably and had been inclined to change legs frequently.   A post-race veterinary examination discovered the mare to 
have an erratic heart rate when recovering, and a slower than normal recovery with connections being advised to have 
BELORUSSIYA further vetted, including an ECG upon return to the stable, with the results to be forwarded to Stewards.  
Connections advised BELORUSSIYA is now likely to be spelled. 
 

Race 2 WAIPA WORKINGMEN’S CLUB 1400 

SIR SUNNY (D Hain) reared over when circling behind the barriers and was subsequently scratched on veterinary advice at 



 

 

1.30 pm. 
ROYAL DOMINANCE (L Innes) and MYSTIC MAN (A Forbes) were both slow to begin. 
ANOTHER EMPEROR (B Grylls) shifted in abruptly leaving the barrier, inconveniencing ALL TORN UP (M Cameron). 
SKYLLA (T Thornton) shifted in shortly after leaving the barriers, making contact with ANOTHER EMPEROR, with both 
runners becoming briefly unbalanced. 
ROYAL DOMINANCE was held up for clear running between the 600 metres and the 100 metres when attempting to 
improve into a marginal run to the inside of ALL NIGHT DELIGHT (R Hutchings), making contact with ANOTHER EMPEROR.  
ALL NIGHT DELIGHT, which was racing to the outside of ROYAL DOMINANCE, then shifted in and away from SKYLLA, with 
ROYAL DOMINANCE and ANOTHER EMPEROR being both badly crowded, having to steady and losing ground. 
 

Race 3 WAIPA AWARDS 8TH DECEMBER 2013 1580 

BABILLONI (C Grylls) and BIG ‘N’ RICH (S Collett) were both slow to begin. 
BACK ON SONG (R Hutchings) lay out when joining onto the course proper, approaching the 1400 metres, making contact 
with GOTHIC LADY (S Spratt) which was hampered, losing ground. 
Passing the 1200 metres, when the pace eased BACK ON SONG steadied off the heels of ALTAI ROSE (M Du Plessis) and 
shifted out slightly into the line of KENS LEGACY (A Collett) which was steadied, shifting out and crowding MISS NANCHO 
BELLE (L Callaway) which was commencing to over race, with MISS NANCHO BELLE then shifting out abruptly, making 
heavy contact with FLYING ORCA (M McNab).  Also hampered as a result was HIGH ESTEEM (J Jago), which then raced 
three wide without cover for the remainder of the race.   
BABILLONI, which was following BACK ON SONG, then commenced to over race.   
MISS NANCHO BELLE continued to over race through the middle stages, becoming awkwardly placed on heels passing the 
800 metres. 
GOTHIC LADY was held up for a short distance passing the 300 metres. 
TOETWOTOE (A Forbes) raced in restricted room for a short distance approaching the 200 metres. 
 

Race 4 WAIPA MEMBERS DAY OUT 2000 

MISS DIRECTIONAL (A Forbes) shifted out leaving the barrier, crowding DANDEE BOY (R Jones) and MANGAROA 
HUSTLER (M Cameron), contributing was some inward movement from APRIL JOY (J Jago). 
I’M ALL YOURS (R Hutchings) lay out when leaving the barrier, crowding SILVER MINX (M McNab) onto KENNY KOOL 
KAT (M Sweeney) who shifted out, making contact with the hind quarters of MAYBE LATER (M Wenn), which became 
briefly unbalanced. 
GLAMOUR BOY (D Nolan) improved forward three wide passing the 1100 metres and raced wide without cover for a 
distance. 
Passing the 800 metres, MANGAROA HUSTLER steadied when in restricted room. MANGAROA HUSTLER was then 
quickly under pressure, failing to respond to the urgings of the rider. MANGAROA HUSTLER underwent a veterinary 
examination following the race, which revealed no abnormalities.  
 

Race 5 MARC WEBB PAINTING AND DECORATING 1150 

ZEDENUF (B Grylls) was slow to begin. 
CUSTER (A Collett) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
HAYLEY GRACE (S Collett) shifted out leaving the barrier, crowding OKAY ANNIE (M Coleman), which lost ground. 
SIR BLITZEN (T Thornton) was crowded by WILMA RUDOLF (M McNab) and forced across the heels of IMMIGRATION 
(D Johnson), having to steady. 
FRODO (D Hain) and CUSTER both raced wide without cover in the early stages. 
OKAY ANNIE was held up until passing the 200 metres. 
 

Race 6 FARIVIEW MOTORS TE AWAMUTU 1150 

MEMORY (K Leung) shifted out leaving the barriers, hampering THATZ IT (M Du Plessis), which was steadied. 
INTERCITY GIRL (S Spratt) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
DIRECT LINE (J Adams) was a little slow to begin. 
Approaching the 1000 metres, LASTING TOUCH (B Grylls) was steadied when crowded to the inside of INTERCITY 
GIRL, which was taken in by BRONDAN (D Johnson), who had shifted in and away from ROSIE RULES (L Callaway). 
Passing the 400 metres, BROKASH (M McNab) shifted out when attempting to obtain clear running, making contact 
with ROSIE RULES, with ROSIE RULES being buffeted for several strides and then checked. M McNab admitted a 
resultant breach of careless riding with the Judicial Committee suspending his license to ride from the conclusion of 
racing on Monday 2nd December until the conclusion of racing on Wednesday 11th December, 5 riding days. 
When questioned regarding the performance of MEMORY, apprentice rider K Leung advised Stewards that the mare 



 

 

found today’s track conditions a little testing in a fresh state. 
 

Race 7 RACE IMAGES 1400 

NOTFORLONG (T Thornton) over raced for a distance when being steadied passing the 1200 metres. 
OUR FOXY LADY (M Coleman) raced wide without cover throughout. 
OUR FOXY LADY had a tendency to lay in under pressure over the final 200 metres. 
 

Race 8 BOXING DAY RACES AT PIRONGIA 2000 

ONE O EIGHT (C Grylls) began awkwardly, shifting out and inconveniencing MOLTO GRATO (B Grylls) 
GOING PLACES (M Du Plessis) over raced when being restrained for a distance leaving the straight on the first 
occasion. 
When questioned regarding the performance of AMITY DANE, rider J Jago was unable to offer any excuses, advising 
that the gelding had felt reluctant to hit out throughout.  A post-race veterinary examination reveald no 
abnormalities. 
 

 
 


